space of dimension k instead of a CW complex and the cohomology is Cech instead of singular.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In § 2 I give a short exposition of directed systems of exact couples and show that the direct limit of the derived couple is naturally isomorphic to the derived couple of the direct limit. The definition of the Fédérer exact couple is reviewed in § 3. In § 4 the construction of d 2 (X, Y) is given and in § 5 a trivial extension of the theorem of SpanierBarratt (12.21) mentioned above is given. In § 6, certain pertinent results of (5, § 6) are carried over into E 2 (X, Y). In § 7 some results on the homotopy groups of joins, which are useful in the examples of § 8, are given. I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to M. Barratt [in (1) ] for several crucial ideas and to Professor Sze-Tsen Hu for warm encouragement and many stimulating conversations.
Directed systems of exact couples.
Let M be a set with a partial ordering "<" (partial ordering is a relation which is reflexive and transitive). Such a pair (M, < ) is said to be directed if and only if given any a, 0 Ç M there is a y £ M such that y > a and y > /3. A subset M' of M (M' partially ordered by < also) is said to be cofinal if and only if for any a £ M there is a PCM' such that 0 > a.
Let S = {D, E, i,j, k) be an exact couple in the sense of Fédérer; i.e., D is a (not necessarily abelian) group, E is an abelian group, and i, j, and k are homomorphisms such that the following triangle is exact (see 7 Definition 2.2. A directed system of exact couples 6* over a directed set M is a set {S«| 6« is an exact couple, a G M) such that for each relation a < 0 there is a mapping of couples £«#: S« --> Ëp such that (a) a = j3 => £ aa = identity on S a , and (b) a < 13 < y =» ^7 o £ a/3 = £« 7 (00 7 Since, in general, D(a) is non-abelian, the alternative definition given in (6, p. 222) is applicable and extends to non-abelian groups. Since the direct limit of an exact sequence is exact (see 6, p. 225), the following is true. THEOREM 2.3. The direct limit (Ëof a directed system Ë* of exact couples is an exact couple.
Let {E«, £«#1 a, j8 £ M) be a directed system of exact couples. Let a < (3 and consider the map £«#: S« -> ( §£. Let E a ' and (£/ be the derived couples of (S a and S/3, respectively. Then the mapping £ a/3 induces a mapping £*': Sa' -> 6/ (see 8, p. 242) defined by àrf'OO = «M?) for y G £>'(*) = *«(£(«)) and \l/ a fi (homology class of x) = (homology class of \f/ a p (x) ) for x 6 ker d a C E(a).
The following lemmas can be easily proved.
LEMMA 2.4. (a) £ aa ' is the identity on Ë a ', and
Thus, the set {(£«', £ a/ /| a, j8 6 Af} is again a directed system of exact couples. Let S^ = Ëa 
7
im $ a 3. The Fédérer exact couple Ê(X, F, */). In this section a brief description of fè(X, F, v) is given. Let X be a CW complex and let F be any pathconnected space. Let X n be the ^-dimensional skeleton of X and Uj the arc-component of M(X j , F) containing Vj = Z/JX- 7 . Define the map r: [A/-* t/^-i by r (f) = f\X j~l (f e M(X j , F)). Since X is a CW complex, r is a fibering in the sense of Serre; see (8) . Let Proof. Let fp, a and fpj be any two maps defined above. There exists a homotopy
By (7, p. 354), the following triangle commutes,
where <j> a p is induced by/^«, 4>c# by//*/, and rj is the isomorphism induced by the curve V: If a, /3 G S, a < ft, we have the following diagram (p è 0, q ^ 0):
where 7 is the injection of Theorem 3.1(b) (surjective if £ ^ 1) (for a definition of 7, see (7, p. 345)), ^a/ is the homomorphism induced by the homomorphism ^OJS: (Ff, vf) which is in turn induced by /^r i\^ -> N a , and //g a * is the homomorphism induced by /$«. This diagram commutes since both maps are induced by fp a . Then fp a * is uniquely defined implies that \f/ a^ is also uniquely defined. Thus, the groups {D 2 , <f> a p} and {E 2 , \p a^} form two directed systems of groups over (S, <). This proves the following theorem; see (7, p. 353 ). Proof. Since X is paracompact, the set 5 is cofinal in M, the set of all open coverings of X. Thus, by Theorem 3.1(b),
for p ^ 1, q ^ 0, and each a Ç S. Since (*) is commutative for each a < ft we have:
8). aes

It is also clear that if
This proves Proposition 4.3. Proof. (5, Definition 2.1 (1) and (2)) are true since they are true for each a £ S. k = dim^X implies that the set T of all open covers a: of X such that N a has dimension k and a Ç S is cofinal in S (and hence in M). Therefore,
Thus (5, Definition 2.1 (3)) holds.
(5 2 (X, F) could almost be called a 7r-exact couple, except that deg j 2 =
( -1, 2). However, the definition of a 7r-exact couple may be broadened to read as follows.
Definition 4.7. Ë is a 7r-exact couple if and only if g is an exact couple in the sense of Fédérer, deg i = (0, -1), deg j = ( -1, n), n ^ 1, and deg k = (0, 0) such that S satisfies (5, Definition 2.1 (1), (2) , (3)).
In this case, not only is S 2 (X, F) a 7r-exact couple, but also all the derived couples E 2 (X, F, v) of § 3. This seems much more natural. Thus, S 2 (X, F)
is a 7r-exact couple. 
A theorem of Spanier and
In (1, Chapter 6), Barratt proved the following extension of a theorem of Spanier (14) . THEOREM 
(Spanier-Barratt). Let P be normal, paracompact, and locally compact or first countable. If X is any simplicial complex, then there is an isomorphism
<ï>*:dirlim ir q {M{N a , X), v a ) « ir Q (M(P,X),v) (q > 0),
where L is the class of locally finite open coverings of P, N a is the nerve of a,v a (N a ) = {xo} = v(P).
COROLLARY 5.4. // P is as above, and X £ 3B, then
The proof of Theorem 5.3 is essentially given in (1, Chapter 6), although there it is given for track groups instead of homotopy groups. A rather elegant proof of this fact in a more general setting appears in (11) .
In order to identify some of the spaces in SB, we need to discuss the homotopy extension property (HEP). Hausdorff, first countable spaces which have the homotopy type of a locally finite simplicial complex; SBPNANR = class of all perfectly normal ANRs which have the homotopy type of a simplicial complex. SBcw is a subclass of 2S since any CW complex has the homotopy type of a simplicial complex; see (12) . 2B A NR is a subclass of W since X being a metric ANR implies that X is dominated by a simplicial complex (10, p. 138) which in turn implies by (12) that X has the homotopy type of a simplicial complex with the weak topology. Thus 2B is a rather large class.
Two-term conditions in Ê
2 (X, F). In the next two theorems, let X be a ^-dimensional, paracompact, arcconnected, and first countable or locally compact space. Let F Ç SB be such that F is simple and arc-connected. The following theorem will show that certain exact sequences split. It is clear that any pair of spaces (X, Y) which satisfy Gap Theorem I (i.e., dim X = k is small and there are certain gaps in the homotopy groups of F) will give rise to a two-term condition in fë 2 (X, F). It then becomes clear that (5, Propositions 10.1 and 10.2) hold for X metric, where Cech cohomology replaces singular cohomology everywhere. In particular, Theorems A and B are true.
This filters 7r n (M(X, F), ») (Theorem 5.3). For each a G T,Tr ni i-\{a)/ir
Some results on the homotopy groups of joins.
Prior to several examples of the homotopy groups of mapping spaces, we compute in this section some of the homotopy groups of the join X * Y of spaces X and F. The general reference for this section is (17) . In (17), Whitehead defined the exact couple (S(X * F) for X * F, where F is a CW complex, X is (m -1)-connected, and F is (n -l)-connected (w, n ^ 2) ; thus, X * F is (m + n)-connected. This couple is a regular d-couple, and thus many of the results of (8, Chapter VIII) apply. The E 2 term of fè(X * F) has been partially identified as
and 7r m+n+1+p (X * F) can be identified with D p+ i,-i in (£(X * F). Using two-term conditions in Ê(X * F) we obtain the following results. In order to obtain two-term conditions using the "nice" gaps in the homotopy of U, we must pass to the (m -1)-connective fibering E(U, m) of U; see (8, pp. 156-158) . This is an (m -1)-connected space such that
Let m be an odd integer, m > 2, and consider Y * E(U, m).
for g ^ m -2. 
Examples of two-term conditions in (H(X, Y,v) and S 2 (X, Y).
Throughout this section, let X be either a connected, ^-dimensional, CW complex or a path-connected, ^-dimensional, metric space. Correspondingly, let H i {X) G) denote cellular cohomology if X is a CW complex or Cech cohomology if X is a metric space. Finally, let E(X, F) denote either
Let FA denote the exceptional Lie group of dimension 52. The first 23 homotopy groups of F± have been computed in (13) . There it is shown that 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 19) .
This fact, plus two-term conditions in (S(X, F), implies the following result. Proof. The proof follows easily from the fact that
implies TTC {0,6; 2}, {9,10; 2} (see Figure 8 .1) on g(X, F), from Theorem 6.3 ; and from extended TTC's of (5). In (13) , it is also shown that T^(Spin(7)) = 0 if i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 12, 7r 3 (Spin(7)) -Z. Furthermore, the following sequences are exact: This follows as an easy corollary to the following more general theorem (Theorem 9.2).
Definition. An arc-connected space X is said to be free in even {odd) dimensions if and only if The computation is given by Table 9 .1 plus the fact that M(L(p, q), S") is (n -4)-connected. Generators for the groups in Table 9 .1 are given by generators in the corresponding groups for S n . The following is a sample calculation.
Let statement (C) hold, i.e., £ = 0 (7) and p ^ 0 (3, 5, 11) . Computations from (9) show that \ s (S n ) (t = 0), , unless s = », n + 9. Thus, E 2 is described in Figure 9 .3.
This yields two-term conditions {0, n + 9; 2} and \n + 11, w + 17; 2} on S 2 , and the results for statement (C) ( Table 9 .1) follow easily. n-4 n_3 n-2 n-1 n n+l n+2 n+3 n+4 n+5 n+6 n+7 n+8 n+9 n+10 n+11 n+12 n+13 n-tM n+15 n+16 n+17 n+18 n+19 n+20 
